
Bring the outside in this autumn
One of the top interior design trends for 2015 is nature. Flora and fauna are appearing on everything, from sofas to cushions and throws to wall hangings. As the air cools and the evenings darken,
Christopher Berry of Vale Furnishers explains how it’s a great time to take advantage of this trend and bring the outside in, to enjoy a few of nature’s beauties from the comfort and warmth of your living room

????

Top brand Voyage Maison is a good choice if you’re

looking for more subtle natural influences in your

home; lampshades, cushions, footstools and doorstops

showcase hand-painted animals, birds, plants, flowers and

forest scenes in gentle pastel watercolours, bringing new

life to your living space. A cushion or rug is ideal for

giving your home some rural flavour without

completely redesigning your interior. Try the awe-

inspiring Maya rug from Calvin Klein, which delicately

captures the colours and textures of mountain stone to

stunning effect. Or you might consider the Douglas

Green rug from Louis De Poortere’s Silver Lining

Collection, bringing botanical vibes into your living

room amidst a rich, lavish contemporary pattern.

Another good choice is Arte, a Belgian wallcovering

brand that’s new and exclusively available from Vale

Furnishers in the local area. Wallpaper is back in a big

Our furniture and homeware collections are full of

inspiration for those looking to give their homes a

makeover inspired by the great outdoors.

Natural influences in your living room

My personal favourites are the Vertex Modular Sofa

Range and the Root Coffee Table. The Vertex in ‘Merlin’

combines feather-wrapped foam seat interiors and soft-

touch crushed velvet coverings with the appearance of

beautiful rolling rocks from the Cornish coast, which

makes it deceptively comfortable and adds a new

dimension to your living space. The Root Table is literally

the cross-section of a teak tree’s sprawling roots; the

definition of eco-friendly furniture, the table is a waste

product exquisitely crafted into a practical, eye-catching

focal point for your living room, a key requirement for

any interior.

way and Arte is taking full advantage of this, combining

natural influences with contemporary opulence. Create a

beautiful feature wall with Arte’s botany-inspired designs,

crafted from natural materials like banana leaves; there’s

no need to cover the entire room, but letting it hang next

to a pastel-coloured wall gives you an opportunity to

show off the wallpaper without shrinking the room.

In-house interiors advice

As a furniture retailer with an in-house interior design

advice service, at Vale Furnishers we are ideally placed to

help you cultivate a nature-inspired living space. We can

advise on colour schemes, room plans, furniture, décor,

lighting and accessories to coordinate with the style, size

and function of your room. We also have the widest

selection of traditional and contemporary furniture in

the South, with a vast 56,000 sq ft display area across

two showrooms.

So whether it’s by means of a pot plant or cushion,

or an immersive centrepiece like a sofa, open the door

and let the sights and sounds of the natural world

flourish in your home this autumn. 
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